EXPERIENCE OF RIA PROCEDURE IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Public consultations on RIA stages

Public consultations on the notice on development of the draft act

- Placing the notice
- Public discussion
- Summary of comments

10 work days at developer’s decision

Public consultations on the draft act and a consolidated report

- Public discussion
- Summary of comments

10 work days
15 work days
20 work days

Preparation and publishing of the Summary of remarks with comments of the developer

Preparing the conclusion on the RIA/additional public consultations

- Placing the conclusion on RIA by Ministry
- 7 work days
- 10 work days

* In case of violation of procedure – return for revision
* In the case holding public consultations – possibly prolongation of the period by 5 days

Brief information about the idea (concept) of the new legal regulation
The assessment procedure is carried out at 3 stages:

1. placement of a notice on the development of the draft act
2. placement of the prepared draft act
3. preparation of the conclusion on RIA by the Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation
Developer completes a consolidated report in which SME-Test is integrated.
Complex platform-system of RIA

regulation.gov.ru
the federal site for the organization of RIA and public consultations

orv.gov.ru
the main information resource on RIA in Russia:
- news
- training
- webinars
- reviews
- best practices

regional sites
for the organization of RIA and public consultations in each region of Russia

interactive application
internal accounting, systematization and statistics of RIA work
Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation

Website REGULATION.GOV.RU

RIA procedures
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